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Thank you for your interest in becoming a Class of 2015 Spokes Model for Whitt  

Photography.  Spokes Models for Whitt Photography exclusive models and spokes persons for  

Whitt Photography.  You will assist us in marketing to your classmates, while earning credits for  

your senior portraits. You will be photographed, free of charge, and then show your portraits to  

your friends, telling them about your experience at Whitt Photography and encouraging them to  

choose Whitt Photography for their senior portraits.  This is unlike any other assignment in that  

the more you put in, the more you get out of it.  The cool part is that you set your own hours,  

“working” while hanging out with your friends!  Choosing the right studio is important in the look  

of your senior portraits.  I hear all the time that “I really didn’t like the pictures I got at that other  

place.  I felt rushed, and they didn’t care how I looked.”  Whitt Photography takes the time to  

work you to create memorable images that you will love to show off to your friends and family.   

We do not rush you, taking on average an hour and a half to capture your personality in your  

senior  portraits.  We don’t take the quick or the cheap way out.  We concentrate on personal  

service that you will enjoy and appreciate.  At Whitt Photography you will receive quality service  

and images that never go out of style.  We welcome your parents to be involved at every step of  

your portrait process if they wish.  You will receive custom designed cards to hand out to your  

friends and classmates, an online show on facebook of your session’s images. 

   

 

 

 

http://www.whitt-photography.com/
http://www.facebook.com/whitt.photography


With signing this contract you are entering a year period with Whitt Photography Portraits.   

 

You portraits will not be taken by any other photographer while under contract, unless it is  

 

mandatory school pictures.   

 

 Senior Reps are students who represent Whitt Photography in exchange for credits toward  

 

the cost of their own senior portraits.  It is possible for a rep to save hundreds of dollars on the  

 

cost of their own senior portraits by referring their friends and classmates to our studio for senior  

 

portraits. 

 

As a REP you receive up to 3 mini photo sessions, from which we will print 45-50 rep  

 

cards of you to give out to your friends and classmates.  When your friends or classmates have  

 

their senior portraits done and place the print orders at Whitt Photography, we ask them who  

 

referred them.  When they give your name, or show us your rep card a $25 credit is applied to  

 

your account for each referral to the studio.  This referral credit applies directly toward the cost of  

 

your own senior portraits. 

For example, suppose you refer four friends to Whitt Photography…..you will receive a  

$25 credit for each friend, for a total of $100 credit toward your own pictures! 

So, the more people you refer the more credits you get for your own pictures. 

Obviously, this is an exceptional opportunity to have your portraits taken by Whitt  

Photography AND save a TON of money on your senior portraits.  All we ask of you is that you  

help promote our work to your friends and classmates by handing out your REP cards to  

everyone that needs their picture taken. 

 

 



~~If you are chosen for Whitt Photography’s Senior Rep for your school you will be notified by  

phone.  Thank you for your interest!!!!  Just by applying for our Senior Rep position you will  

receive a free Session fee for your Senior portraits or family.   

Senior Reps that are chosen will pay $50 as a retainer and acknowledgment of  

responsibilities.  This will also cover the cost of supplies and products that will be used during your  

own shoots.  Whitt Photography will be spending more than 48 hours during the shoots, edits and  

one on one planning.  

Our REP program is limited based on the number of students per school. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



SPOKES MODEL INFORMATION AND APPLICATION 

 

Name_________________ Home Phone_________________  

Address_________________________________________________________________  

City___________________________________________State__________Zip_________  

School_____________________________________________ Graduation Year________  

Email__________________________________ Do you check your email regularly? _____  

Mother’s Name_______________________________________  

Father’s Name________________________________________  

Please describe your personality_______________________________________________  

 ________________________________________________________________________ 

 ________________________________________________________________________ 

Tell me about your school and other activities, including offices held________________  

 ________________________________________________________________________ 

 ________________________________________________________________________ 

List your 3 closest friends in the Class of 2014:  

1) ______________________________________________________________________  

2) _____________________________________________________________________  

3) _____________________________________________________________________  

 

Have you had professional portraits made before? ___ Where? ______________________  

Where do the majority of your classmates go their senior portraits? __________________  

 ________________________________________________________________________ 

What sales experience do you have, if any? _____________________________________  

 ________________________________________________________________________ 



My son/daughter has my permission to participate in Whitt Photography Spokes Model program.   

Parent’s Signature______________________________________Date_______________  

I would like to be considered for Whitt Photography Spokes Model program. I  

agree to do my best to represent Whitt Photography and fulfill my obligation.  

Student’s Signature_____________________________________Date_______________  

 

Spoke Model Agreement & Model Release   

I, _____________________________________________, hereby agree to be a Spokes   

Whitt Photography.  I am a member of the ________________________________________HS  

Class of 2015.  I agree to meet the obligations I am committing to, such as enthusiastically  

representing  Whitt Photography and keeping the appointments that I schedule. I understand this  

program will cost me $50.00 unless I decide to order portraits exceeding the credit I have earned.  

I further agree that I will not represent any other photography studio from May 2014 to May 

2015.  Whitt Photography may use the portraits created of me for promotion, advertising,  

competitions, and display purposes.  I understand the images will be selected as needed by Whitt  

Photography, and I will not be notified each time they are used.  I will perform the duties of Whitt  

Photography model to the very best of my abilities.  

 

Spokes Model Signature _______________________________Date_______________  

I hereby give my consent for my son/daughter to participate in the Whitt Photography Model 

program.  

Parent Signature_____________________________________Date________________ 

 


